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 ABSTRACT 
 This paper discusses an intelligent Mobile learning system for employees of financial institutions. The system allows learners access to interactive learning materials via their mobile devices. Learning is no longer limited to the classroom because organizations are reducing the budget cost allocated to training per year while maintaining a productive workforce. Also, learning has gone beyond the classroom because financial institutions need learning that offers flexibility, mobility, convenience and adaptability. This paper proposes an intelligent mobile learning system that provides a suitable learning environment for staff of financial institutions based on their knowledge status and recommends appropriate learning materials that best handle their deficiencies. The developed application is designed using Object Oriented Analysis and Design methodology and implemented using JAVA and XML programming languages and firebase database on Android integrated Development Environment (IDE).  Keywords: E-learning; Distance Learning; M-learning; Agents; financial institutions         
 

  
1. INTRODUCTION  Organizations place much emphasis on the frequent training of staff on its products and services as this improves effectiveness, productivity and proper staff manning on appropriate job roles. The Management of Financial Institutions is realizing that emerging technologies and methodologies can be used to achieve effective learning outcomes. This is unlike in the past where financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies use traditional form of learning which is characterized by face-to-face communication between tutors and learners. The traditional form of learning cannot be done outside a physical location. Also, the high cost of training which includes payment of transportation allowances and disruption of work schedules of employees in order to attend trainings are some of the challenges of the traditional form of learning.  The Electronic learning and Mobile learning are other forms of learning which are different from the traditional learning approach. Electronic learning (E-learning) came into light with the evolving of World Wide Web. It is characterized by the ability to learn outside the classroom and the use of computer networks to deliver learning materials. One major disadvantage of E-learning is that users have to be connected to the internet at the time of service delivery.  
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Mobile learning (M-learning) started with the emergence of mobile technologies with the assumption that learners were always on the move. Mobile learning is popularly known as “anytime, anywhere learning” such that a learner can engage in learning process irrespective of time and space.  However, M-learning can also be disrupted by unavailability of network and the same materials are available to users with little consideration for their previous knowledge of the topic, needs and preferences.   Taking the stated limitations of M-learning into consideration, this paper proposes an interactive strategy that will deliver learning contents to employees of financial institutions on mobile systems. Unlike the mobile application for education in the banking sector as proposed by Beutner, Teine, Gebbe, and Fortmann (2016), our system is able to deliver contents even when there is a temporary network disruption, access the competencies of users, assign appropriate learning materials to them and process the feedback of the learning into useful results. It addresses the following research questions:  R1: In what ways can a mobile learning system be designed such that it is accessible to workers regardless of the network signal?  R2: How should a learning system for financial institutions be developed such that it is adaptable to staff needs, preferences and abilities?  Google developers present a system which is implemented on firebase database hence it works even when there is  temporal loss of network connection since cached data is available when offline and any writes are resent when network is restored. The data is cached and is available when offline. Any write execute during network downtime are resent any time network services are restored. The system has an in-built assessment agent that tests the competencies of users and delivers appropriate learning contents.   This article is divided into six sections. Section one describes an overview of the different forms of learning such as distance, electronic and mobile forms of learning. Section two discusses the historical background of Mobile learning and limitation of Mobile learning systems. Intelligent agents and comparison of the different kinds of agents are presented in Section three. Section four explains the architecture of the developed application “the FinanceLearn”. The implementation, evaluation and performance of FinanceLearn are  presented in Section five. The conclusion is presented in Section six.   2. RELATED WORK  2.1 Distance education Learning evolved from traditional classroom to distance learning via postal service. The limitation of traditional classroom learning which include confinement of learning to a particular location necessitated the need for distance learning. At its most basic level, distance education takes place when a teacher and student(s) are separated by physical distance, and technologies (such as voice, video, data, 
and print), often in contrast with face−to−face communication which is used to bridge the instructional gap as noted by Willis (1998). Sankaranarayanan (2012) stipulates that there are benefits in the form of increased enrollment due to the flexibility of not having to relocate to access the education.   Correspondence education, the earliest version of distance education, developed in the mid-nineteenth century in Europe (Great Britain, France, Germany), and the United States spread swiftly. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, cable and satellite television came into use. As noted in a document by the University of Florida Interactive Media Lab, the advent of the Internet and digital applications in the 1990s, combined with the changing demographics of the distance education, learning added a whole new dimension to distance education. This gave rise to the use of electronic means of learning commonly referred to as “e-learning”.    
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2.2 E-learning Clark and Mayer (2003) gave an elaborative definition of e-learning as “instruction delivered on a digital device such as a computer or mobile device that is intended to support learning.” They further identify that any form of e-learning can have the following features: 
 Stores and/or transmits lessons on CD-ROM, local internal or external memory, or servers on the Internet or intranet 
 Content must be relevant to the learning objectives 
 Media elements such as words and pictures to deliver the content 
 Instructional methods such as examples, practice, and feedback should promote learning 
 Instructor-led (synchronous e-learning) or designed for self- paced individual study (asynchronous e-learning); and  Ability for learners to build new knowledge and skills linked to individual learning goals or to improved organizational performance.  E-learning has played a significant role in the aspect of training in organizations. Employees can complete a course and hereby increase their skill levels. According to Michael (2006), “E-learning is an instructional delivery system, which connects learners with educational resources. The implementation of E-learning is a process, which uses available resources and evolved to incorporate emerging technologies.” However, the advent of mobile devices required that learning be flexible and mobile, hence the evolution of Mobile learning.  2.3 M-learning Mobile learning (simply known as m-learning) is considered as an extension of e-learning. According to Udanor and Nwodoh (2010), M-Learning, an extension of E-learning is based on the use of mobile devices such as cell phones, PDAs, smart phones, notebooks, among others over wireless networks to provide interaction between learners and teachers ‘anywhere and anytime’. M-learning enhances learning experiences because it has no restriction of time, space and place. It has no restriction of time, by providing a platform where the learner can gain knowledge anytime, unlike the traditional teaching and learning environment where the teacher and learner have a fixed time for interaction. It is not space restricted since it is not based on a particular location. It is not bound by place as learning can take place anywhere and not just in a classroom.   2.3.1 Historical background of M-learning Keegan (2002) explains that in a short space of time between 1995 and 2000, eLearning became the state of the art for the use of technology in education. But by 2000 wired telephones and wired computers were beginning to be replaced by wireless ones. Attewell and Savill-Smith (2004) explain that over 80% of the populations of Italy, Sweden and UK owned a mobile phone in 2002. It is also explained in [Attewell and Savill-Smith (2004); Prensky (2005)] that in 2004, there were about 1.5 billion number of mobile phones, a number more than three times the number of personal computers (PCs), and the then most sophisticated phones had the processing power of a mid-1990s PC- while consuming only one one-hundredth of the energy [9] [10].  Stats (2016) explains that a data analytical company that provides companies data on internet usage, mobile and tablet devices accounted for 51.3% of internet usage worldwide in October, 2016 compared to 48.7% by desktop PCs. The report explains that internet usage by desktop PCs have been on decline since 2009 while that of mobile and tablet devices have been on the increase as shown in figure 1.   
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  Figure 1: Internet Usage Statistics   2.3.2  Limitations of mobile learning system M-learning is convenient and provides learning anywhere, anytime. However it has some limitations. In Chouchane, Kazar and Aloui (2012) , some of the limitations of mobile learning are “related to wireless networks which have high latency and transmission delays and low bandwidths especially with considerable number of users…” Mobile learning relies on wireless link which may not always be available. Such networks have fragile connections “which creates problems for services designed to operate with fast and reliable and continuously open connections” as explained in Chouchane, Kazar and Aloui (2012). It is also explained in Udanor and Bakpo (2011) that a mobile/electronic learning system could be limited if it is only a knowledge based system without knowledge processing abilities needed to produce useful results from them. A mobile learning system can be limited if it is static and non-adaptable.  2.4 Intelligent M-learning system M-learning systems can have challenges such as transmission delay, low bandwidth, among others. However, these challenges can be addressed through the introduction of intelligent agents. Mobile agents are autonomous intelligent programs moving around the network on behalf of the user and helping the user to search for and interact with services on his/her behalf [Udanor (2013; Satoh (2010)]. Hence they ensure bandwidth utilization and reduce redundancy. Some advantages of introduction of agents are discussed in [Murch, R. and Johnson (1999); Udanor (2013; Satoh (2010); and White].   These include reduced communication costs, asynchronous execution even when the source is shut down or there is disconnection of network between source and destination, dynamic deployment of software, provision of assistant services to users based on the users’ previous behaviours, easy information retrieval, accurate presentation of users’ needs and preferences, easy adaptability to changing environment, decision support and are suited in various applications like e-commerce, personal assistance, brokering, searching and filtering, and monitoring and notification. Chouchane, Kazar, and Aloui (2012) proposed mobile agents as a promising solution that can reduce problems of network connections. Udanor and Bakpo (2011) explain that the use of intelligent systems is better than conventional systems because the former have knowledge processing abilities. Introduction of agents is a solution to a mobile learning system which can be adaptive, automatic and dynamic. They can be developed to adapt their behaviour to the dynamic state of the mobile learning environment as explained in Mohamed, Chebbi and Behera (2017).   
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2.4.1 Intelligent agents An intelligent agent can perceive its environment through sensors and acts on that environment via actuators. In Russell, and Norvig (2016), agents are classified on how they can handle request upon perceiving its environment as follows: (i) Simple reflex agent uses a simple if-then statement to perform some action when faced with the same condition. (ii) A Model based reflex agent uses a model of the environment – how the environment should work and how its actions affect the state of the world in order to generate a detailed description of the current state of the environment. (iii) A Goal based agent has a description of the current state of the world and has goal information that is able to distinguish between “desirable” and “undesirable” states of the environment. (iv) A Utility based agent can measure the utility of different states and choose actions that returns a higher utility for the agent.  Table 1 depicts a comparison among the different kinds of agents based on their perception, environment, flexibility and limitation. The comparison in table 1 show that utility based agent is far more flexible than other kinds of agents since it is possible to define a measure of how desirable a particular state is. The Utility based agent is capable of handling uncertainty inherent in partially observable environments compared to other agents. However, all kinds of agents are limited and can perform optimally when converted to a learning agent. The learning agent operates in an initially unknown environment and becomes more competent that its initial knowledge might allow as explained in Russell, and Norvig (2016). It perceives its environment, explores new and better ways of doing things in order to obtain better results.  3. ARCHITECTURE OF OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM.   Figures 2 and 3 show the system flowchart and the architecture of FinanceLearn - our proposed system. The learning process is summarized and demonstrated by the flowchart. The users are from different department in the financial institution and hence different levels of competence. A pre-test is taken by the user on the selected courses. Each course has five questions making it a total of twenty questions. If the user gets two or less questions correctly then he is in the basic category but if the user scores three questions correctly then he is categorized in the intermediate category. If the user scores four questions or all questions, he is considered to be an expert in that course. The training tutorials are based on the user’s performance in the pre-test. At the end of the training, the user is given an assessment that is categorized in the same way as the pre-test. When the employee concludes the four (4) courses, recommended job roles are displayed to him. A notification is sent to the HR manager specifying the outcome of the learning.   The architecture of figure 3 is based on the client/server model. FinanceLearn is made up of the client application, the application server and the database. Figure 3 is the client/server diagram to show the proposed system. The client interface is created on installation of the application on the mobile device. The client interface sends request to the firebase server whenever a user wants to view training materials through the internet backbone.  The bank application server synchronizes with the firebase server in updating the profile of staff. The firebase server sends feedback on the training , that is the recommendation to the application server. This model is a three-tier architecture comprising of a client and two servers. 
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Table 1: Agent Outlay  
 Simple reflex agent Model- based reflex agent Goal based agent Utility based agent 

Perception It acts on current percept and ignores the rest of percept history.  

It depends on percept history and current percept. 
It considers the percept history, the current state and also the future by knowing the general consequences of its action on the environment. 

It considers the percept history, the current state and also the future by knowing the specific consequences of its action on the environment. 
Environment Fully observable Partially observable. Partially observable. Partially observable. 
Flexibility It is strictly based on condition-action rule—if condition then action. 

It is more flexible that simple reflex agent as it has knowledge about “how the environment works”. In other words, it has a model of the environment or world. It also has knowledge about how its action affects the state of the world. 

It is more flexible than Model-based reflex agent since it has the goal information describing the desirable and non- desirable states of the environment.  Knowledge is explicitly represented and can be updated. 

It is more flexible than goal based agent since it gives a relative measure of achievement. Using utility function, it defines a measure of how desirable a state is. This function specifies an appropriate trade-off in circumstances where only an aspect of conflicting goals can be achieved. 
Limitation Agents have limited intelligence and knowledge is not explicitly represented since built in rules only map current percepts to actions.  

It lacks goal information that describes states that are desirable. It does not consider the future by not bearing in mind the consequences of its actions on the environment. 

It only distinguishes goal based and non-goal based information without relative measure of achievement. It uses only binary description of whether a state is desirable or not.  

It can be limited if it is not converted to a learning agent capable of becoming more competent than its initial knowledge. 
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Figure 2  : System Flowchart 
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 The communication between the firebase server and the client is via HyperText transfer Protocol(HTTP) while the Wireless Access Protocol handles communication between the mobile devices and mobile base station. WAP gateway is the system that sits in between the Network operator and the internet. It translates pages into a form suitable for the mobiles using the Wireless Markup Language (WML).  

 Figure 3: Schematic Outlay Diagram   B. Components of the FinanceLearn Figure 4 shows architecture of the FinanceLearn. It has different components namely: Learner, HR Manager, User Interface, Recommendation and Domain components. The system contains the course content, learner’s records, pre-test and post-test assessments as well as the HR manager’s information. These contents are stored in Google Firebase database. This is a Real time cloud hosted and NoSQL Database based on a tree structure which stores data as Java script Object Notation (JSON) objects. A brief explanation is given on each of the components. 
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 Figure 4: Components of the FinanceLearn  i. Learner: The learner logs into the system with a password advised by the Manager. He updates his password on first log in. The authentication agent verifies the learner’s user name and grants access to the system accordingly. ii. HR Manager: This is the administrator that uploads course contents, resets learners’ sessions and keeps track of the learner throughout the learning process. The authentication agent verifies the Manager’s profile at log in. iii. User interface: This is the component that controls interactions between the HR Manager, learner and other components of the learning system. iv. Domain: It represents knowledge in a particular subject matter. In this system, there are six (6) subject areas represented: E-business, Information Security, Retail Banking, Compliance, Money Transfer and Transaction Banking. The assessment agent does the pre-test, pulls the appropriate learning material for a particular learner based on his tested competencies and handles the post-test.  v. Recommendation: It provides feedback or remedial instruction based on the learner’s performance The Mobile learning system fits within the behaviourist learning paradigm that sees learning as best facilitated when reinforcement approach involving a particular stimulus and response is adopted [see Naismith, Sharples, Vavoula, and Lonsdale (2004)].    The Mobile learning system is used to present training materials and content specific questions (stimulus) which the users are required to access (response).  Recommendations are then made based on the user’s response (reinforcement).  4. Implementation of FinanceLearn The implementation of the mobile learning system was done on database on Android Integrated Development Environment using JAVA programming language with Extensible Markup Language and Firebase as the database. Android Software Development Kit (SDK) is powerful and has many JAVA standard libraries that can help developers build robust applications. JAVA is the programming language used on Android IDE and can be applied to a wide range of devices and operating systems.   
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Google Firebase database used in this app is a real time non SQL cloud database which gives it a comparative advantage over other types of databases. It is synchronized in real time with every connected client and receives instant update anytime data is modified. The client testing was done using Samsung T231 tablet on Android operating system. The Firebase configuration was done on Windows 10 operating system. The testing was also carried out for a range of devices on Firebase database as shown in Figure 5. The testing recorded success because the application was able to achieve the stated aims and objectives.  

 Figure 5: Testing on the Firebase database  4.1 System algorithm The general algorithm of the application system is shown in algorithm 1: Step 1: Display Login screen Step 2: Enter login details (username and password) Step3: Login validation   If true go to step 4 else go to step 2 Step 4: Display mobile learning view Step 5: Select Menu Step6: Process on menu Step7: End Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the Application      
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5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS  The system is adaptive and presents pre-test question to ascertain user’s knowledge level and assigns learning materials suitable for the user. The system can handle network disruptions in the course of learning. It uses cached data in offline mode and sends writes to the firebase as soon as network is restored.  The application was made available to staff of financial institutions via a web link. The users downloaded the package, tested it and found the performance very good. Users enjoyed the stability of the application even when there were network disruptions.  5.1 Performance of the system The implementation of the Mobile learning System, as earlier mentioned, has been carried out on Android Integrated Development Environment.  The graphical user interface was done using JAVA and Extensible Markup Language. This is shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Figure 6 shows the login page for employees. Figure 7 shows activities employees can choose. Figure 8 shows selection of courses to be made by the employee. Both structures (Figure 7 and 8) show that the employee can take training courses from anywhere and at any time without physically attending a workshop or training.  6. ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM  The following are the advantages of FinanceLearn learning approach: 1. Online/Remote access to learning materials/training. Employees can learn at any time of the day irrespective of the location; 2. The system recognizes the level of competencies and assimilation of staff and assigns appropriate learning materials to suit learner’s abilities; 3. The embedded recommender system matches employees’ skills and competencies to an appropriate tasks and job role; and 4. Demo training contents are available for guest users of the application who may want to test the system or learn some topics even though they lack authentication                      Figure 6 
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 Figure 7                           Figure 8  
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